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Constructing
Iconographies
Jasmina Cibic
CREATING A DISTINCT VISUAL LANGUAGE OF HER OWN, JASMINA CIBIC REPRESENTS THE
SLOVENIAN PAVILION AT VENICE THIS YEAR WITH FOR OUR ECONOMY AND CULTURE.

The Venice Biennale is the world’s foremost showcase for art from around the SNÐSGDÐ,HMHRSQXÐNEÐ"TKSTQDÐENQÐCDKHADQ@SHNM Ð@MCÐSGDÐ¯M@KÐBNMBKTRHNMÐHRÐL@CDÐAXÐ
FKNAD ÐVHSGÐBNTMSQHDRÐ@MCÐSGDHQÐO@UHKHNMRÐQDOQDRDMSHMFÐ@ÐRODBH¯BÐUHDVÐNEÐSGDHQÐ the Cultural Minister. This process, however, is inherently linked to the heart
nationality and artistic output in an international setting. In separating its of her practice, which is why her selection is particularly apt, she comments:
works by country, and creating discrete pavilions, the Biennale model assumes “Paradoxically, it is exactly this whole state-run decision-making apparatus,
some representation for each country’s artists’ practice. This year’s Slovenian with all of its subtle and hierarchical mechanisms, that lies at the core of my
Pavilion shows the work of Jasmina Cibic (b. 1979), part of a growing contingent Biennale project. For our Economy and Culture investigates the ideologyof artists who recognise the preconceptions and pressures of being a former QHCCDMÐOQNBDRRDRÐNEÐRDKDBSHNMÐSG@SÐCD¯MDÐM@SHNM@KÐHBNMNFQ@OGHDRÐSG@SÐTMCDQOHMÐ
Eastern Bloc artist and are working with these stereotypes to interrogate the creation of national icons and create a further visual framework of national
HCDMSH¯B@SHNM Ð3NÐADÐRDKDBSDCÐ@RÐSGDÐQDOQDRDMS@SHUDÐNEÐ2KNUDMH@ÐSGDQDENQDÐOK@BDRÐ
nations’ representations of themselves.
Cibic’s presentation at Venice provides a serendipitous opportunity for the me in an ambivalent but highly interesting position: on the one hand being
artist to further her work, and investigates the use and representation of space instrumentalised as a tool of national recognition and promotion; on the other
for political ends. Rather than seeing her pieces for the Biennale as performing having a privileged perch, enabling me as an artist to study, close at hand, the
TMCDQÐ@ÐBDQS@HMÐOQDRRTQDÐSNÐQDOQDRDMSÐGDQÐBNTMSQXÐ@SÐRTBGÐ@ÐGHFGÐOQN¯KDÐDUDMS Ð ideological structures of producing an ‘orderly’ visual image of state.”
Cibic’s piece, For our Economy and Culture, is a multimedia installation
RGDÐRDDRÐGDQÐVNQJÐ@RÐ¤TSHKHRDCÐHMÐ@ÐUDQXÐRODBH¯BÐV@XÐ@MCÐ:VHSG<Ð@ÐUDQXÐCD¯MDCÐ
role; one that is not in the least determined by me. It would be both naïve and that inhabits the Slovenian Pavilion and evaluates the space to engage with
counterproductive to have any illusions that I could avoid the mechanisms that the artist’s representation and reading of Slovenia. Operating within the
Ð&@KKDQX Ð@Ð¤QD OTQONRDCÐOQHU@SDÐQDRHCDMBD¥ÐSG@SÐGNKCRÐSGDÐ
shape the meaning structure of the Venice Biennale. As soon as you participate, BNM¯MDRÐNEÐSGDÐ
you automatically become part of the mechanism.” In undertaking projects as Slovenian Pavilion each year, Cibic worked with the small, intimate space to
part of the country’s representation, Cibic recognises that the work inherently CDUDKNOÐ @Ð OQNIDBSÐ ¤SG@SÐ CHCM§SÐ ¯FGSÐ SGDÐ CHLHMTSHUDÐ RO@BDÐ ATSÐ Q@SGDQÐ VNQJDCÐ
becomes institutionalised and that her role offers an opportunity to examine with it, emphasising its nature”. The architecture of the space itself directly
these tropes of representation from within. She says: “I not only ‘accept’ my HM°TDMBDCÐ "HAHB§RÐ VNQJ Ð @MCÐ KDCÐ GDQÐ SNÐ BNMSHMTDÐ SGDÐ NMFNHMFÐ HMSDQQNF@SHNMRÐ
role as national representative but I actually over-identify with it, embracing of her practice into how governments appropriate architectural spaces to
its inescapable dynamics and utilising its modus operandi to my advantage in their own ends. “I worked in collaboration with the architect Mateja Šetina
order to articulate my own critique from the position of an embedded auteur.” SNÐ QDBNMRSHSTSDÐ SGDÐ @QBGHSDBSTQ@KÐ LDSGNCNKNFHDRÐ TRDCÐ AXÐ 5HMJNÐ &K@MY Ð &K@MYÐ
With Slovenia’s socialist history, Cibic emphasises the “elaborate selection V@RÐSGDÐL@HMÐ2S@SDÐ@QBGHSDBSÐCTQHMFÐ)NRHOÐ!QNYÐ3HSN§RÐDQ@ÐHMÐONRSÐ6NQKCÐ6@QÐ((Ð
process” of becoming this year’s Biennale artist, and the attached rigmarole 8TFNRK@UH@ Ð'HRÐQNKDÐV@RÐSNÐQDCDRHFMÐOQNSNBNKÐENQÐNE¯BH@KÐ@QBGHSDBSTQDÐ@MCÐL@JDÐ
of requiring gallery representation. The gallery will then forward the project HSÐQDKDU@MSÐENQÐ@ÐMDVÐRS@SDÐÐ&K@MYÐNARDQUDCÐKNB@KÐBQ@ESRL@MRGHOÐ@MCÐATHKCHMFÐ
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Jasmina Cibic, Boutique Airports II ÐÐCDS@HK Ð/DQENQL@SHUDÐHMSDQUDMSHNMÐVHSGÐ CQH@Ð HQKHMDR Ð!QMHJÐ(MSDQM@SHNM@KÐ HQONQS Ð)@RLHM@Ð"HAHB ÐBNTQSDRXÐNEÐSGDÐ@QSHRSÐ@MCÐÕJTBÐ&@KKDQX

Jasmina Cibic, Framing the Space Ð Ð2HMFKDÐBG@MMDKÐ'#ÐUHCDN ÐRNTMC ÐÐLHM Ð/GNSNÐ/DSDÐ,NRR Ð)@RLHM@Ð"HAHB ÐBNTQSDRXÐNEÐSGDÐ@QSHRSÐ@MCÐÕJTBÐ&@KKDQX

ÐBGNRDÐVGHBGÐO@HMSHMFRÐSNÐHMBKTCDÐ@MCÐ"HAHBÐ
materials, and employed national artists to support his work. A trademark of 2GDÐ@MCÐSGDÐBTQ@SNQ Ð3DUYÐ+NF@Q
Ï
his style, developed out of the Vienna School in 1910, was to utilise marble argues that “the choice to use these ‘decorative’ paintings is by no means an
and wooden cladding but leave walls empty and uncluttered. By employing attempt to attack or mock the Parliamentarians personally. It’s an investigation
methods that helped designate the scenography for the new nation state, I into how artworks are chosen to represent a certain idea of the State and how
wanted to turn the Pavilion itself into a space of state representation. Part of the ideological ambition ‘interferes’ with the work of art, making this interference a
¦NQM@LDMS@SHNM§ÐHMUNKUDRÐ@ÐRDKDBSHNMÐNEÐ°NVDQÐO@HMSHMFRÐCQ@VMÐCHQDBSKXÐEQNLÐSGDÐ key component of the artwork’s identity.”
Cibic’s piece relates directly to her previous practice, which has focused on
2KNUDMH@MÐ/@QKH@LDMS§RÐ.E¯BH@KÐ QSÐ"NKKDBSHNM Ð3GDRDÐO@HMSHMFRÐTRT@KKXÐG@MFÐHMÐ
SGDÐO@QKH@LDMS@QXÐNE¯BDRÐ@MCÐQD°DBSÐSGDÐ°NQ@KÐBDMSQDOHDBDRÐSG@SÐSQ@CHSHNM@KKXÐ “exposing the grid in which our reality is presented.” Her work sees intervention
into what Marc Augé referred to as “non-places”, and sites Cibic characterises
decorate conference tables.”
3GDRDÐ °NVDQÐ @QSVNQJRÐ CHQDBSKXÐ DMF@FDÐ VHSGÐ DUDQXNMD§RÐ ODQBDOSHNMRÐ NEÐ as “the passive, meaning-devoid, ideologically unburdened spaces like transit
different art forms and subject matter as inherently possessing gendered and lounges and waiting rooms, which we pass through without acknowledgment,
ONKHSHB@KÐ HLOKHB@SHNMRÐ ¤ Ð RSHKKÐ KHEDÐ NQÐ °NVDQÐ @QQ@MFDLDMSÐ HRÐ BG@Q@BSDQHRDCÐ @RÐ since they have no identity.” Crucially, for her, it “involves investigations into
decorative, passive and non-threatening precisely because of the ideological the actual architectural framework of spaces and their ability to create an
HCDNKNFHB@KÐDEEDBS ÐCHQDBSHMFÐNTQÐF@YDÐ@MCÐSGDÐV@XÐ
we experience and construct reality.” Therefore,
“It is vital for me that the frame is always connected to the space I am
“the context of the Biennale and the unorthodox
addressing, and I try to create a tension that plays with the viewer’s
spatial set-up and history of the Slovene Pavilion
perception in connection to their individual knowledge and memory.”
were key elements in providing a fresh but entirely
mechanisms at work, giving it a certain surplus of meaning. And that is what For @OOQNOQH@SDÐ BNMSDWSÐ SNÐ QDCD¯MDÐ OQDUHNTRÐ BNMBDQMR ¥Ð 4KSHL@SDKXÐ "HAHBÐ V@MSRÐ
our Economy and Culture is trying to identify: the inherent ideological grinding to “build upon well-documented episodes from the history of early socialist
that instrumentalises an artwork. The still lifes I utilise don’t become political 8TFNRK@UH@ ÐATSÐ:SGDÐVNQJR<Ð@QDÐAXÐMNÐLD@MRÐGHRSNQHB@K Ð3GDXÐQDBNMRSQTBSÐSGDÐ
because of my rendering; I just amplify the fact that their categorisation selection processes that decided what was the most ‘appropriate’ art and
as feminine or purely decorative is already the result of certain political architecture to propagate the values of the newly established socialist state.”
For our Economy and CultureÐ @KRNÐ HMBNQONQ@SDRÐ SVNÐ ¯KLÐ OHDBDRÐ HMSNÐ SGDÐ
mechanisms at play, and I am only trying to crystallise the process of their
ideological position.” In using these state-owned works, Cibic hopes to “make space – Framing the Space and Fruits of Our Land – both of which “anticipate
the spectator more aware of their purpose and to question the choices of such @MCÐ RTAUDQSÐ DWODBS@SHNMRÐ @QNTMCÐ E@BSÐ @MCÐ ¯BSHNMÐ HMÐ M@SHNM@KÐ LXSG L@JHMF ¥Ð
Framing the Space again references the centrality of architecture, and of
images as well as their position and meaning. ”
Although the paintings are taken from government collections, and RS@SDÐ@QBGHSDBSÐ5HMJNÐ&K@MY§RÐVNQJÐHMÐL@MHOTK@SHMFÐSGDÐENQLÐSNÐQDOQDRDMSÐSGDÐ
implicitly highlight the use of such “neutral” and “non-confrontational” subject BNLLTMHRSÐQDFHLD Ð(SÐHRÐRGNSÐ@SÐ3HSN§RÐQDRHCDMBDÐHMÐ+@JDÐ!KDC Ð¤VGDQDÐGDÐQDBDHUDCÐ
L@SSDQÐ HMÐ CDBNQ@SHMFÐ FNUDQMLDMSÐ NE¯BDR Ð "HAHBÐ ONHMSRÐ NTSÐ SG@SÐ SGDÐ RDKDBSHNMÐ royalty and state dignitaries in post World War II Yugoslavia”, and “dramatises
of paintings for the Pavilion was completely independent of government. @Ð BNMUDQR@SHNMÐ ADSVDDMÐ &K@MYÐ @MCÐ @Ð INTQM@KHRSÐ @QNTMCÐ RSQ@SDFHDRÐ NEÐ RS@SDÐ
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Jasmina Cibic, Framing the Space ÐÐCDS@HK Ð2HMFKDÐBG@MMDKÐ'#ÐUHCDN ÐRNTMC ÐÐLHM Ð/GNSNÐ/DSDÐ,NRR Ð)@RLHM@Ð"HAHB ÐBNTQSDRXÐNEÐSGDÐ@QSHRSÐ@MCÐÕJTBÐ&@KKDQX

Jasmina Cibic, Fruits of Our Land Ð Ð2HMFKDÐBG@MMDKÐ'#ÐUHCDN ÐRNTMC Ð/GNSNÐ/DSDÐ,NRR Ð)@RLHM@Ð"HAHB ÐBNTQSDRXÐNEÐSGDÐ@QSHRSÐ@MCÐÕJTBÐ&@KKDQX

@QBGHSDBSTQD ¥Ð%NQÐ"HAHBÐSGDÐSHLDÐV@RÐITRSÐ@RÐHLONQS@MSÐ@RÐSGDÐOK@BDÐHMÐ¯KLHMFÐ
¤(SÐV@RÐRGNSÐNMÐSGDÐDW@BSÐC@X ÐÐXD@QRÐK@SDQ ÐSG@SÐSGDÐ¯QRSÐLDDSHMFÐBNMBDQMHMFÐ
the decoration of the National People’s Assembly was held. The shoot also
happened to fall on the same day as the Republic of Slovenia reclaimed the
building from tenants who had been running it as a hotel since Tito’s death.”
Symbols of power and remnants of a particular place are highlighted under
Cibic’s camera. She says: “I included ‘souvenirs’ from the golden age of Vila
!KDCÐ @Ð RSTEEDCÐ YDAQ@Ð CNM@SDCÐ SNÐ 3HSNÐ AXÐ NMDÐ NEÐ SGDÐ BNTMSQHDRÐ SG@SÐ ENQLDCÐ
the Non-aligned movement and various sculptures that went on to decorate
the portal of the National Assembly. They were brought in from depots and
@QBGHUDÐ U@TKSR Ð @MCÐ @OOD@QÐ @RÐ LDQDÐ OQNORÐ HMÐ SGDÐ ¯KL Ð ENQDFQNTMCHMFÐ SGDHQÐ
original purpose as national scenography.”
The cinematography of Framing the Space also illustrates Cibic’s conversation
with the conventions and aesthetic concerns of 20th century art. Since the 1950s,
photographers have been preoccupied with the frame of the lens and how their
images work within it, and these formal concerns are immediately apparent in
"HAHB§RÐTRDÐNEÐ¯KLHMFÐ@RÐVDKKÐ@RÐHMÐGDQÐTRDÐNEÐ@QBGHSDBSTQDÐ¤3GDQDÐ@QDÐMTLDQNTRÐ
historical references in my work because the questioning of past strategies,
formal or otherwise, is very much part of the content. And since I often deal
with phenomena from the past, I cannot avoid engaging with particular formal
artistic concerns that directly affect my work … It is vital for me that the frame is
always connected to the space I am addressing, and I try to create a tension that
plays with the viewer’s perception in connection to their individual knowledge
and memory, as well as their intellectual, emotional or aesthetic experiences.
3GTRÐSGDÐRODBH¯BÐENQL@KÐBNMBDQMRÐNEÐEQ@LHMFÐ@MÐHL@FDÐG@UDÐSNÐADBNLDÐLXÐ
own concern, since I would always ask what made them choose this particular
expression or view instead of some other? What motivated their choice and
therefore what should motivate mine?”
"HAHB§RÐ RDBNMCÐ ¯KL Ð Fruits of Our Land, “re-enacts word-for-word a parliaLDMS@QXÐ BNLLHSSDDÐ CHRBTRRHNMÐ NEÐ SGDÐ ¦@OOQNOQH@SDMDRR§Ð NEÐ RODBH¯BÐ @QSVNQJRÐ
proposed to decorate the People’s Assembly.” It was shot at the Slovenian
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Parliament, and Cibic uses this exact setting, and an accurate transcription of
the original debate, to highlight the timelessness of the ongoing argument
(on which her work has long been focused). “The debate took place in 1957
but it cannot be experienced as purely a historical reconstruction, since it
could easily – and eerily – be mistaken for a current debate around cultural
selection processes. Interestingly, the transcript of this debate was actually
ENTMCÐ@A@MCNMDCÐHMÐ@ÐC@MJÐF@Q@FDÐVHSGHMÐ@ÐRGNOOHMFÐSQNKKDXÐ¯KKDCÐVHSGÐSGDÐ
@QBGHUDRÐNEÐSGDÐENQLDQÐ8TFNRK@UÐRS@SDÐ@QBGHSDBS Ð(SÐHRÐMNSÐQDBNQCDCÐHMÐ@MXÐNE¯BH@KÐ
RS@SDÐ@QBGHUDRÐ@RÐE@QÐ@RÐNTQÐQDRD@QBGÐG@RÐCHRBNUDQDC Ð3GDÐ¯KLÐHRÐOQDRDMSDCÐHMÐ
a continuous loop, so it appears to be a neverending meeting of committee
members carrying on a discussion that never resolves itself.”
%NQÐ"HAHBÐHSÐV@RÐHLONQS@MSÐSG@SÐANSGÐNEÐSGDRDÐ¯KLRÐRGNTKCÐADÐOQDRDMSDCÐ@RÐ
re-enactments rather than as straightforward documentaries because the reDM@BSLDMSÐL@JDRÐSGDLÐLNQDÐQDKDU@MSÐSNÐSGDÐHRRTDRÐNEÐSNC@X ÐRODBH¯B@KKXÐGDQDÐ
and now: “It is precisely by connecting a seemingly localised historicism with
the current contemporary moment that I hoped to accentuate the constant
and universal mechanisms that dictate how we present (or don’t present) a
nation.” She goes on to emphasise: “As part of my project is about exploring
SGDÐ BNMRDPTDMBDRÐ NEÐ SGDÐ A@BJ¯QHMFÐ NEÐ @SSDLOSDCÐ M@SHNM@KÐ AQ@MCHMF Ð HSÐ V@RÐ
important to go back to archival material and scrutinise the non-presence of
certain events and icons within them. It’s a way of getting behind the scenes of
RDKDBSHNMÐOQNBDRRDRÐ@MCÐDWONRHMFÐSGDÐBQ@BJRÐ@MCÐ°@VRÐVHSGHMÐSGDÐRLNNSGÐVDKK
oiled machine that nations have brandished almost like a shield to position
and convey an identity throughout the 20th and 21stÐ BDMSTQX ¥Ð 4KSHL@SDKX Ð
Cibic highlights the perpetual importance placed on a view of nationhood in
contemporary art.
Jasmina Cibic’s For our Economy and Culture runs 1 June until 24 November
at the Slovenian Pavilion as part of the 55th Venice Biennale. For further
information, please visit www.slovenianpavilion.net.
Ruby Beesley
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Jasmina Cibic, Fruits of Our Land Ð Ð2HMFKDÐBG@MMDKÐ'#ÐUHCDN ÐRNTMC Ð/GNSNÐ/DSDÐ,NRR Ð)@RLHM@Ð"HAHB ÐBNTQSDRXÐNEÐSGDÐ@QSHRSÐ@MCÐÕJTBÐ&@KKDQX

